
 

 

Prologue 

 
May 1976 

Simon was six years old when he first tasted beer. 

He was bathed and ready for bed wearing soft pyjamas, even though 

it was light outside; still early. Other kids were in the street, playing 

on their bikes, kicking a football. He could hear them through the 

open window, although he couldn’t see them because the blinds were 

closed. His daddy didn’t like the evening light glaring on the TV 

screen, his mummy didn’t like the neighbours looking in; keeping the 

room dark was something they agreed on. 

His mummy didn’t like a lot of things: wasted food, messy bedrooms, 

Daddy driving too fast, his sister throwing a tan- trum in public. 

Mummy liked ‘having standards’. He didn’t know what that meant, 

exactly. There was a standard-bearer at Cubs; he was a big boy and 

got to wave the flag at the front of the parade, but his mummy didn’t 

have a flag, so it was unclear. What was clear was that she didn’t like 

him to be in the street after six o’clock. She thought it was common. 

He wasn’t sure what common was either, something to do with  

having fun. She bathed him straight after tea and made him put on 

pyjamas, so that he couldn’t sneak outside. 

He didn’t know what his daddy didn’t like, just what he did like. His 

daddy was always thirsty and liked a drink. When he was thirsty he 

was grumpy and when he had a drink, he laughed a lot. His daddy was 

an accountant and like to count in lots of different ways: ‘a swift one’, 

‘a cold one’, and ‘one more for the road’. Sometimes Simon though his 

daddy was lying when he said he was an accountant; most likely, he 

was a pirate or a wizard. He said to people,‘Pick your poison’, which 

sounded like something pirates might say, and he liked to drink,‘the 

hair of a dog’ in the morning at the weekends, which was definitely a 

spell. Simon asked his mummy about it once and she told him to stop 

being silly and never to say those silly things outside the house. He 

had been playing with his Etch A Sketch, which was only two months 



old and was a birthday present. Having seen it advertised on TV, 

Simon had begged for it, but it was disappointing. Just two silly knobs 

making lines that went up and down, side to side. Limited. Boring. He 

was bored. The furniture in the room was organised so all of it was 

pointing at the TV which was blaring but not interesting. The news. 

His parents liked watching the news, but he didn’t. His father was 

nursing a can of the grown ups’ pop that Simon was never allowed. 

The pop that smelt like nothing else, fruity 

and dark and tempting. 

‘Can I have a sip?’ he asked. 

‘Don’t be silly, Simon,’ his mother interjected. ‘You’re far too young. 

Beer is for daddies.’ He thought she said ‘daddies’, but she might have 

said ‘baddies’. 
 

His father put the can to his lips, glared at his mother, cold. A look 

that said, ‘Shut up woman, this is man’s business.’ His mother had 

blushed, looked away as though she couldn’t stand to watch, but she 

held her tongue. Perhaps she thought the bitterness wouldn’t be to his 

taste, that one sip would put him off. He didn’t like the taste. But he 

enjoyed the collusion. He didn’t know that word then, but he 

instinctively understood the thrill. He and his daddy drinking grown 

ups’ pop! His father had looked satisfied when he swallowed back the 

first mouthful, then pushed for a second. He looked almost proud. 

Simon tasted the aluminium can, the snappy biting bitter bubbles and 

it lit a fuse. After that, in the mornings, Simon would sometimes get 

up early, before Mummy or Daddy or his little sister, and he’d dash 

around the house before school, tidying up. He’d open the curtains, 

empty the ashtrays, clear away the discarded cans. Invariably his 

mother went to bed before his father. Perhaps she didn’t want to have 

to watch him drink himself into a stupor every night, perhaps she 

hoped denying him an audience might take away some of the fun for 

him, some of the need. She never saw just how bad the place looked 

by the time his father staggered upstairs to bed. Simon knew it was 

important that she didn’t see that particular brand of chaos. 

Occasionally there would be a small amount of beer left in one of the 

cans. Simon would slurp it back. He found he liked the flat, forbidden, 

taste just as much as the fizzy hit of fresh beer. He’d throw open a 

window, so the cigarette smoke and the secrets could drift away. 

When his mother came downstairs, she would smile at him and thank 

him for tidying up. 

 



‘You’re a good boy, Simon,’ she’d say with some relief. 

And no idea. 

When there weren’t dregs to be slugged, he sometimes opened a new 

can. Threw half of it down his throat before eating his breakfast. His 

father never kept count. 

Some people say their favourite smell is freshly baked bread, others 

say coffee or a campfire. From a very young age, few scents could pop 

Simon’s nerve endings like the scent of beer. 

The promise of it. 

 

2016 

 

Daisy 

 
Thursday, 9th June 2016 

I don’t think it is a good idea to bring Millie here to the clinic. I’ve 

said as much to Simon on about half a dozen occasions. Besides the 

fact that she’s missing her after-school ballet class 

and she’ll be bored out of her mind, it isn’t the sort of place children 

should be. There’s the issue of being sensitive to the other patients for 

a start. It’s too easy to imagine that people who are trying for a child 

adore every kid they encounter; it’s not always the case, sometimes 

they outright dislike them, even adorable ones like Millie. It’s too 

painful. Millie’s tinkling chatter in the waiting room might 

inadvertently irritate, cause upset. It sounds extreme, but infertility 

is a raw and painful matter. Plus, I’m worried about what to do with 

her when we go into the consultancy room for a chat with the doctor. 

This is only a chat. That’s all I’ve agreed to. Yet, I can’t very well have 

her sit through a conversation about sperm and ovulation, the 

possibility (because it’s not a probability) of her having a sibling. But 

nor am I comfortable with the idea of leaving her with the 

receptionist; she’s just six. 

We hadn’t initially planned to bring her with us but at the last 

moment our childminding arrangements fell through, as child-

minding arrangements are wont to do. We had little choice. I wanted 

to postpone the meeting. For ever, actually, but Simon was eager to 



get talking about the options and said postponing was out of the 

question. She would come with. 

‘The sooner we know what’s wrong, the sooner we can get it fixed,’ he 

said optimistically, his face alive with a big, hopeful grin. 

‘There’s nothing wrong, we’re just old,’ I pointed out. ‘Older. Not old. 

Not too old. Lots of women give birth at 

forty-five years of age,’ he insisted. ‘Some of those are first-time 

mothers. The fact that we’ve already had Millie means you’re in a 

better position than those women.’ 

I think the fact that we already have Millie means we should leave the 

matter alone. Be content with one child. I think contentment is an 

extremely underrated life goal. Simon holds no truck with 

contentment. He likes to be deliri- ously happy or miserable. He’d 

never admit as much but we’ve been together seventeen years and I 

know him better than he knows himself. It seems to me that we have 

spent far too much of our married life in clinics such as this one. 

Places with beige walls and tempered expectations, places that take 

your cash and hope but can’t guarantee anything in return. When we 

had Millie – our miracle! – I thought all this aggravation, frustration 

and discontent was behind us for good. One is enough for me. I had 

thought, hoped, it would be enough for Simon. 

Millie is perfect. 

We shouldn’t push our luck. I’ve always been a ‘count your blessings’ 

sort of person. I don’t want an embarrassment of riches, I prefer to 

scrape under the radar with a sufficiency. Simon and I do not think 

alike on this. Obviously, he agrees Millie is perfect. For him, it’s her 

very perfection that’s driving him want to make more babies. 

For the last couple of years, more or less since Millie started pre-

school, Simon has been saying we ought to try again. I’ve nodded, 

smiled, acknowledged his suggestion without entering into any sort 

of real discussion. I mean, in a way we are trying, at least we’re not 

avoiding the possibility – we don’t use contraception. However, at our 

age, with our history, that’s not trying hard enough. We’d have to get 

some help if we want a second child. I know that. Recently, Simon has 

significantly upped the ante in terms of his persistence with this idea. 

He can’t seem to just enjoy what we have. 

Half term is a good example. We took a cottage in Devon because 

British families have been doing so for generations and, evidently, we 

lack the necessary imagination to buck the trend. This year we took a 

chance, selecting a new part of Devon that we hadn’t previously 

visited. The cottage was dated but well-scrubbed, and whilst the water 



pressure made showering a slow and disappointing process, there 

was an open fire, an Aga and a shelf of jigsaws and board games, so 

we thought the place was perfect. The garden fell away to a footpath 

that led directly to the beach. I’m always surprised by beaches. 

They’re never as restful or ideal for contemplation as I imagine. 

British beaches are noisy places: waves crash, seagulls squawk, the 

wind scrapes the sand, and children laugh, cry and shriek. It’s best to 

accept this, embrace it. We’re keen to offer Millie every opportunity 

that might be presented in an Enid Blyton novel so despite the 

sometimes iffy weather, we took long walks and endured breezy 

picnics without admitting to the chill. We went crabbing and scoured 

rock pools for mini creatures that delighted Millie. We were just a 

short drive away from a petting farm and a small village packed with 

pastel-coloured buildings, where every second shop sold fish and 

chips. Yes, perfect. 

It was hardly a retreat though. The place was too pictur- esque to 

remain a secret. Indeed, we’d discovered it because it was featured in 

a glossy Sunday newspaper supplement. Yet despite the identikit 

families dressed in Boden, trailing plastic buckets and spades, we 

managed to carve out some privacy, some time to ourselves. We 

ignored the crowds and the queues, and we drew a magic circle 

around us. Naturally, Millie made friends with other children on the 

beach. She’s confident, open and pretty, just the sort of kid other kids 

like to befriend, but when the parents of her new acquaintances 

invited us to join them for a scone at the café or a barbecue in their 

rental, we declined. We made up excuses, told small lies about already 

having plans and commitments. I’m not at all like Millie, I’m not 

confident about making new friends, I never have been. I was never 

what anyone would have considered a pretty girl. It’s not the worst 

thing in the world, although some people seem to think it is. As a 

child, I concentrated on being kind and funny, well informed, with 

aspirations of being thought of as reasonably clever. It was enough. I 

got by. I have great friends now but I’m not a fan of making casual, 

transient relationships on holiday. Why bother? Besides, we were so 

blissful, just the three of us, we didn’t want or need anyone else. Three 

is the perfect number. Fun facts: the Pythagoreans thought that the 

number three was the first true number. Three is the first number that 

forms a geometrical figure, the triangle. Three is considered the 

number of harmony, wisdom and understanding. I’ve always thought 

that three is particularly significant as it’s the number that is most 

often associated with time: past, present, future; beginning, middle, 

end; birth, life, death. 



I sigh, glancing around the fertility clinic reception, I really don’t 

think we need to be here, trying for another baby. It’s like we’re 

pushing our luck. Being greedy. Asking for trouble. We’re happy as 

we are. 

Simon squeezes my hand. I think of the last night in the cottage. Millie 

was exhausted after a week of fresh air and long walks, she almost 

nodded off at the kitchen table over supper. We got her to bed by 7 

p.m. and she was asleep the moment her head hit the pillow. Simon 

suggested we have a glass of wine in the back garden, make the most 

of our last night and the privacy that our cottage offered. There was a 

gas heater, one of those that’s bad for the environment so I demurred, 

but Simon persuaded me, ‘Just once. Go with it.’ Let’s just say, the 

wine (not a glass but two bottles in the end) and the sound of the sea 

crashing on the beach, the novelty of spending time alone together 

without other people or even Netflix, had an effect. We made love 

under the stars and a blanket. It was exciting, daring. The last time 

we did anything as risky was so long ago I can’t remember when it 

was exactly. Years and years ago. Afterwards, we lay snuggled up 

under the slightly scratchy picnic blanket, clinging to one another for 

warmth, and just allowed ourselves to be. Be relaxed. Be satisfied. Be 

enough. It was blissful. Until Simon kissed the top of my head and 

said, ‘Do you know the one and only thing that could make this 

moment more perfect?’ ‘A post-coital cigarette?’ I joked. I’ve never 

been a smoker and Simon gave up when we first started dating. I 

know he still misses it, even after all this time he craves the nicotine 

hit. Simon likes hits and highs. I don’t get it at all. I’m not the 

sort of person who values kicks above health. 

‘Well, that would be good, but no. I was thinking a baby, asleep in the 

other room.’ 

‘We have a baby asleep in the other room.’ 

‘We have a little girl,’ he said gently, not unkindly. ‘Well, they can’t 

stay babies for ever.’ 

‘That’s not my point.’ 

I felt the warmth of his body along the length of mine and yet I still 

shivered. ‘You’re serious?’ 

‘I love Millie so much. And you,’ he added swiftly. ‘I can’t bear to think 

that we’re not giving her everything.’ 

‘We do give her everything we can,’ I pointed out. ‘Other than a 

sibling,’ he countered. 

‘Yeah but it’s not as though we tried to deny her that, it just hasn’t 

happened. It’s unlikely ever to because neither of us are getting any 



younger.’ And conceiving was never something we were good at. I 

don’t add that. We don’t talk about the horrors we went through to 

get Millie. It’s generally agreed that the pain of childbirth is forgotten 

once you hold the baby in your arms. In my case it was also the pain 

of years 

of trying to conceive. 

‘We should make it happen. She’s so gregarious and loving. I can’t 

bear the idea of her missing out on having a sibling.’ ‘Having a sibling 

isn’t always a bonus,’ I argued. ‘You’re 

not at all close to your sister.’ 

‘No, but you adore yours. I want Millie to have what you and Rose 

share.’ He turned to me and I saw fire in his eyes. I should have 

understood then that he wasn’t going to let the matter drop. He’s a 

very determined man when he wants to be. 

Stubborn, my mum says. 

Simon 

 
The waiting room was chilly. The air-conditioning was a little too 

vigorous. It was bright outside so people had risked T-shirts and sun 

dresses, except for Daisy, she always felt the 

cold so she was sitting in her jacket. It looked like she was ready to 

make a dash for the door at any moment. It looked like a protest. 

Simon knew Daisy didn’t want to be there. He understood. He 

remembered the heartache associated with these sorts of places, 

certainly he did. And she was right, they were perfectly happy as they 

were, but his point was that maybe they could be happier still. Why 

not? Why settle? 

When bored, or nervous, or stressed, Simon had a habit of repeatedly 

tapping the heel of his foot on the floor. This had the effect of causing 

his whole leg to continually jerk in violent shudders. He never noticed 

he was doing it until Daisy reached out and put her hand on his thigh, 

calming him, silently asking him to stop. She did exactly that now. He 

stopped, picked up a newspaper and quickly flicked through it. There 

was nothing to hold his attention. Just reports of financial crises and 

politicians caught with their pants down, nothing new there. He put 

down the paper and started to whistle. He wasn’t aware that he was 



doing so until Millie giggled and began dancing to his tune, probably 

saving him from a swift reprimand from Daisy. Daisy always forgave 

his restlessness, his quirkiness, if it entertained Millie. Despite the 

vicious air-con he felt clammy. He could feel sweat prickle under his 

arms. God, he could do with a drink. 

He had persuaded Daisy here to visit the clinic on the understanding 

that they were just going to have a chat with Dr Martell, one of the 

country’s best fertility doctors, or reproductive endocrinologists, to 

give him the proper name. They were simply going to ask about their 

options, explore possibilities. That’s what he’d told her. But he’d lied. 

He’d already visited Martell ten days ago for a general health check, 

as well as a specific test of the health and fitness of his sperm. He 

wanted to get things moving. Many years ago, he had been told that 

his sperm was slow but in the end that hadn’t been a problem. It had 

been a case of the tortoise and the hare, Millie was proof of that. 

However, Daisy made a good point, he was aware that he was seven 

years older now than when they had conceived Millie, they both were, 

obviously. That didn’t necessarily mean they were out of the game 

though, did it? Simon was keen to know if there had been any 

scientific advancements since then, something that could give his 

boys a bit of an advantage, if you got the gist – or at least something 

that might level the playing field again. He was forever reading 

articles about the increase in the number of women having babies in 

later life. He thought that by taking the initiative and putting himself 

through the tests first, Daisy would be encouraged. He knew it was a 

lot to ask. The tests 

and possible subsequent treatments Daisy might require were 

significantly more arduous than anything he’d have to endure. IVF 

had been a slog. But it would be worth it. 

He stopped whistling, but Millie didn’t stop dancing. She was in a 

world of her own, clearly the music continued in her head. Maybe she 

was listening to a full orchestra. Maybe she was on stage at the Paris 

Opera House. She was a marvel! Millie had an incredible, exceptional 

talent. She danced beau- tifully. She was the sort of child who 

naturally bounced, flew and glided through her day. Daisy often 

commented that she was in awe of her daughter, as she hadn’t been 

the sort of girl that anyone ever suggested ought to take dancing 

lessons: her nickname as a child – as bestowed on her by her family 

– was Fairy Elephant. She lolloped and lumbered, rather clumsily. As 

a boy, Simon had never been taken to dance lessons either, his family 

were far too conventional to consider that, but he liked to think he 



had been pretty good at throwing shapes on the dancefloor (a phrase 

he used self-satirically); certainly, he was good at sport in general. 

He’d always thought that Millie had inherited her natural ability to 

dance from his side of the family, his sister had been a great gymnast 

and was quite good at tap as a child. She was certainly good at doing 

flits, thought Simon with a sigh. His sister had announced she was 

emigrating to Canada about a month after their mother was 

diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. He kept telling himself it was a 

coincidence, but he didn’t know for sure. It was certainly an 

inconvenience, that he was certain of. 

Millie adored all things frilly, pretty, floaty and twirling. 

 

Daisy had started her at dance classes just before she turned three. 

It’s not that Daisy was a particularly annoying, overly- ambitious 

mother, it was simply that Millie needed to channel her energy and 

desire to coil and whirl somewhere. It turned out she was very good, 

quite extraordinarily so. Her dance tutor said that in all her nineteen 

years of teaching, she had never seen equivalent talent, focus and 

drive in a child so young. Daisy was a teacher – not a dance teacher 

but a Year Six teacher at a state primary school – and she was aware 

of the value of that observation. She’d excitedly told Simon that 

teachers had to be very careful about what they said to parents, as 

parents all tended to get a little carried away. Everyone believed 

they’d produced a spectacular little miracle, when in fact most kids 

were within a recognised range. 

Although, evidently Millie was a spectacular little miracle. Simon’s 

eyes followed her around the waiting room; she was on her tiptoes 

scampering, arms aloft, like ribbons, chin jutting at an elegant angle. 

An adorable mix of childish abandonment and earnest concentration. 

Everyone in the room stared at her with an intensity almost equal to 

his, it was impossible not to. The emotions she triggered varied: 

amusement, delight, longing. Daisy looked torn, somewhere between 

jubilant and embarrassed. She’d said she thought it was tactless 

bringing a child to a fertility clinic, as though 

they were showing off. 

‘We don’t need to rub their noses in it,’ she’d warned. Simon thought 

her turn of phrase was amusing, quaint. He thought Millie’s presence 

in the waiting room had to be inspir- ing. Other parents would be 

encouraged. There was no doubt, she was special. For sure, they had 

to go in for another one. Millie might very well become a prima 



ballerina at the Royal Ballet, why not? Who knows what else they 

could produce: an astronaut, the next Steve Jobs, the person who 

finds the cure for cancer. Or even, simply a pleasant person who was 

nice to their neighbours, remained faithful to their partner, became 

an interested parent. It was life. Life! What was more important than 

that? You had to try, didn’t you? You had to. 

Millie danced every single day. She was crabby if she missed a class, 

even on holidays she carved out a couple of hours practice time. She 

was just six, but was that dedicated. It was astounding. Aspirational. 

Her existence was wall-to-wall pink tulle. When she started school 

she’d had meltdowns every day and, at first, Simon and Daisy had 

been confused and troubled as to why. ‘Do you have friends, Millie?’, 

‘Is your teacher kind to you?’, ‘Do you like the lunches?’, ‘Can you find 

your coat peg?’ they’d asked, wracking their brains to imagine any 

possible irritation or upset. 

‘Yes, yes, yes, yes,’ she’d spluttered through distressed tears. ‘Then 

what is the matter?’ Simon had asked, exasperated, tense. He’d taken 

the morning off work to be with Daisy when they tried to persuade 

Millie to go into her classroom. ‘The uniform is ugly!’ She’d howled. 

‘It’s green. I want it pink.’ Her explanation, hiccupped out 

indignantly, had only made Simon laugh. Daisy ultimately solved the 

matter by sewing a pink ribbon all around the inside hem of Millie’s 

school skirt. An act that Simon always thought was a display 

of pure brilliance and devotion. 

‘I feel very uncomfortable taking Millie into the consultation  

room,’ Daisy whispered. ‘She’ll understand enough of what we are 

talking about to be interested. I don’t want to get her hopes up that 

there’s a sibling on the way.’ Because Simon had just been thinking 

about the hand sewn pink ribbon, he was more inclined to indulge 

Daisy. 

‘OK, well how about I go in first and hear what he has to say and then 

you pop in after me.’ 

‘Won’t that take twice as long?’ Daisy looked anxiously about her. 

There were two other couples in the waiting room. They may or may 

not have been waiting to see Dr Martell. ‘I’d feel awful if we overran.’ 

‘We’re paying for it, so you don’t have to worry.’ 

‘It’s impolite.’ Daisy had a heightened regard for being polite. Simon 

sometimes found that charming, other times he found it frustrating. 

‘Well what do you suggest? Leaving would also be impolite.’ Daisy 

nodded. ‘I suppose.’ 



At that moment a smartly-dressed nurse appeared, she had a 

clipboard and clipped tones; she oozed efficiency. ‘Mr and Mrs 

Barnes?’ 

Simon stood up, kissed Daisy on the top of the head. ‘Don’t look so 

worried. This is the start of a wonderful adventure,’ he told her. ‘Love 

you.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


